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1. Description of the case
1.1 Stakeholders/beneficiaries
In this case there are a lot of stakeholders. The most important is the park manager (park
management). The other stakeholders: National Heritage Institute, National Nature
Conservation Institute, Faculty of Mendel University, local community (village and regional),
small private companies (make their activity connection with the Chateau or the park),
tourists.

1.2 Operational environment
The Lednice-Valtice Cultural Landscape (also Lednice-Valtice Area or Lednice-Valtice
Complex, Czech: Lednicko-valtický areál) is a cultural-natural complex of 283,09 km² in the
Czech Republic, South Moravian Region, close to Břeclav and Mikulov protected by
UNESCO World Heritage. At the end of the 18th century, the local manor lordship - the
House of Liechtenstein - began to create a unique manmade landscape complex - The Lednice
- Valtice Area. During the 19th century, the Liechtenstein family continued transforming the
area, which has since been called the "Garden of Europe", into a large landscape park with
two centres: Valtice Castle and Lednice Castle. In this case our subject is the Lednice Castle
and the English garden. The owner of the castle and park is the Czech Republic. The
user/manager is the National Heritage Institute who employing the park manager and the staff
of the park and castle. The main income is coming from the government so the dependence
from the government is strong. The area is protected by Ramsar Agreement, Cultural Heritage
(Czech Republic), Biosphere Reserve, Natura 2000 and National Nature Reserve.

1.3 Interest groups
In this complex case the most interested groups are the stakeholders: park manager (park
management), National Heritage Institute, National Nature Conservation Institute, Faculty of
Mendel University, local community (village and regional), small private companies (make
their activity connection with the Chateau or the park), tourists. Moreover there are other
interested groups e.g. the primary and secondary schools of Lednice/region.
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1.4 Definition of problem and aim of innovation
The most important problem is the management of the park, because It is made by ’man’
for ’man’ but the nature have found its habitats in the park. The park is part of the UNESCO
World Heritage so the main management stream puts higher position the protection of cultural
heritage. Nevertheless the flora and fauna need maintenance and management because there
are a lot of protected (by law) plant and animal what prefer the park as own habitat (e.g. the
wetland meadow, trees, island etc.) and the presence of these creatures makes neccesary some
kind of nature protection management. Nowaday there are two existing management plan: the
cultural heritage plan and the nature protection plan:
Cultural heritage protection plan(1999)


Aim to protect of cultural heritage. Keep the parts and the composition

and biological values (really important)


Principles: composition of trees and shrubs. Monitoring and

maintenance of trees. Plant young trees when olds are out.


Meadows: mowing 2 times per year conservation.



Roads and paths



Ponds: sediments are have to move out to stabilise the banks (contact

zones). Reduction of reed (Phragmites communis).


Rivers and channels: Have to clean out and remove the fallen trees and

branches (but it is important resting and nesting place for birds).


Fence: Need of fences. Have to rebuild it, but just only the historical

fences. New fences are existing along the road.

Nature protection plan (1999)


No move of dead trees and no public visit (just for the islands)



Possibility to plant non-native species but do not any influence on the

biotops.


Protected species: Heron, Night Heron, Wild Goose, Savi's Warbler,

Common Teal etc.
Main conflict between the 2 existing plans

Cultural heritage protection plan

Natural heritage protection plan
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Plant trees only when cut trees

Plant new trees and leave old ones

No dead wood and fallen branches on the

Need of dead wood and fallen branches

ground or into the water

(in the park and in the water)

On the other hand there are a lot of other problematic point with the management and
situation of the park. The main income is depending from the government and the National
Monument Institute. The local community feels own property the whole park without any
responsibility to taking care for the cultural and mainly the natural values of the park. This
situation is coming from the lack of knowledge about the values and the lack of
communication between the stakeholders and the interested groups and people. On the other
hand the financial situation is absolutely not stable what cause there are no enough employers
in the garden (management) but needs more to carry out the management. An other problem
is the appearing of the European Beaver (Castor fiber) because the animals damage the old
trees what are the one of most important subjects of the protection (cultural and natural).
Moreover the beaver is protected by law so the control of this situation is a really difficult
task.

2. Description of the group work process
2.1 Steps
1.

Introduction to the case study. Homework: Preparing questions to the stakeholder

2.

Excursion to the case study area, which is Lednice chateau park and garden.

Meeting and questioning the stakeholder.
3.

Making the group rules together, for example there is a chairman everyday, who takes

care that we are in the schedule all the time. Chairman makes at the end of the day a summary
and next day’s plan.
4.

Homework: SWOT-analyze

5.

Making the SWOT-analyze together and defining the ways we can solve the problems

in this case.
6.

Defining the problems. Result: 3 innovation plans.

7.

Divided into subgroups and divided the plans to each group.

8.

Ideas for the innovation. 1 new innovation plan.

9.

Dividing into subgroups and making the stakeholder analyze from the innovation

plans.
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10. Presentating the stakeholder analyze to each other.
11. Writing the report and presentation in subgroups
12. Finishing the report and presentation
13. Final presentation and discussion

2.2 Group rules:
1.

Give positive feedback

2.

Everyone has to participate

3.

As easy as possible

4.

Summary at the end of the day (about 15 min)

5.

Respect for each others opinion

6.

Chairman for everyday

7.

Be concrete

8.

Show your opinion

9.

Let others finish

10. Tutors are giving information, they aren’t in a leading role

2.3 Evaluation of the group process
Tools we used were very useful, especially SWOT-analyze, in which everyone had some
kind of experiences. Group rules were also helpful, though they weren’t always followed, but
in that case there were a mention about it. Group worked as a productive team.

SWOT-analyze from Lednice chateau park
STRENGHTS
1 Touristic attraction
2 High natural value
3 High cultural value
Touristic attraction
Location on the border
Part of L.V.A
Cheap
Collection of trees
Protected animal species
Faculty of horticulture
Local resources
Interesting products
Interested specialists

WEAKNESSES
1 Unclear responsibility
2 Complex conflict of interests
3 Lack of money
Lack of employees
No vision of future
Ageing trees
Missing communication among institutions
Beaver family inside the park
Absence of neutral factor
No fence - no control
No commercial income
Lack of knowledge about beaver
No investment from locals
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No fence - open space
OPPORTUNITIES
1 Support of government/UNESCO
2 Make a day out of it
3 LEADER/LAG – programme/InterReg
Improvement of local people’s relationship
Arboretum
More touristic activities
Co-operation with the students
International propagation
Better integration in trails
Local brands
Beaver as a mascot

THREATS
1 Strong dependence on the government’s
money
2 Changing the balance of culture and
nature
3 “Disneyland” effect
3 Creation of “fence” precedent
3 Flood risk
More beavers
Too high entrance fees

2.4 Problem definition
Main question: Better park management by…
1. How can we clarify or improve the responsibilities of the stakeholders?
-- Management plan
-- Combining the two maintenance plans
2. How can we satisfy the conflicting demands of the stakeholders?
-- Management plan
3. How can be prevented Disneyland effect?
-- Communication plan
4. How can we improve the financial situation of the park?
-- Financial plan

3. Innovation plan

3.1 Social life –plan

3.1.1Stakeholder analysis
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STAKEHOLDER

Local community

Small private
companies
Tourists
Faculty

Park manager
National heritage
Institution
National nature
conservation institution

PLAN AND
FUTURE

Improve social life
and region’s reputation
Larger business and
income
More of them
Organize the
Conference center
Education
To repair and protect

INVESTMENTS
NEED X PROVIDE O
MONE
KNOWLED
POWE
Y
GE
R
O
XO
O

X

XO

O
X

X
XO

O

X
XO

XO
XO

X
O

XO

XO

O

In this table, there are solved stakeholder’s plans for the future and their investments
concerning social life innovation plan. Investments are divided into two different categories,
what they need, and what they provide into the innovation plan.

3.1.2 Ideas for the innovation plan

3.1.2.1 Thematic weeks
There should be advertisements about the thematic weeks before they are arranged. During
the thematic weeks there could be thematic products and activities. Ideas for the themes:
•

Gardening week

•

Nature week – Beaver week

•

Liechtenstein week

•

Fisherman week

•

Hunter’s week

•

Architecture week

•

Art week

•

Landscape architecture week
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3.1.2.2 Local products
During the thematic weeks and in the market place, local products could be sold. For
example fruits, cheese, honey products, food, bakery products, wine and flowers. This would
bring more people to the area and that way more income. Local music could be part of the
occasions.

3.1.2.3 Market place
The market place is supposed to be build into the Riding school’s courtyard and for that, it
needs professional construction plan. Construction plan should consider all the activities there
are going to happen and include a stage, benches and tables. Ideas for the market place:
•

Conference center

Situated in the courtyard and going to have education occasions for the park’s start,
students, teachers and local people.
•

Activities for children

Children could participate also to the activities, for example doing some theatre acts
and concerts. And vice versa there could be acts, concerts and workshops for the
children
•

Activities for seniors

There could be workshops for the seniors, where they could teach or learn local
traditional handworks, gardening or other activities that interest seniors.

3.1.2.4 Steps for the realization of innovation plan
1. Planning the investments going to be used
2. Figuring out the elements that are missing now and are needed to implement the
innovation.
3. Offering the possibilities for the companies
4. Organizing the events
5. Advertising to the public
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3.2 Communication plan
3.2.1 Cooperation with the Faculty of Horticulture and Education of the Park StaffFF
STAKEHOLDERS

STUDENTS

TEACHERS

PLANS&FUTURE

Increase knowledge and skills,
leisure time
Leisure time, teaching in the
park, increase reputation

PARK
Maintain the park
MANAGER&STAFF

INVESTMENT*
MONEY KNOWLEDGE POWER

O

X

OX

O

O

X

XO

XO

*X – Needed
O- Provided
3.2.1.1. Stakeholder analysis

The chart above displays their plans for the future in relation to the park and shows their
relationship.
Students can provide a free source of manual labor, because they could realize part of their
practical training in the Lednice Park. This manual work represents money in the first
investment column. Students also need to gain practical knowledge and they can be enriched
by more knowledge about the Lednice Park.
Faculty teachers are a source of practical knowledge and they can provide their skills to the
park, so they represent provider of money (skills) and also theoretical knowledge. They have
an influence on park manager and park future, so they also have a kind of power.
Park manager and park staff do not provide potential source of labor or skills.
Improvement of their knowledge and influence (power) could help them to maintain the park
more effectively, but they also represent the only source of current information about the
park status. They also have an influence on the processes in park or related to the park.
The conclusion is that the park manager and staff are the most needful stakeholder in this
case, teachers of faculty of horticulture can be most providing stakeholder.
Ideas for innovation plan
- Conference centre in the riding school - teachers of faculty can keep their lessons in there
- Park manager and staff can share their
experiences
- Students can attend the lessons
-Park manager could organize the short term and long term practical training for students
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- Cooperation between faculty and park - realization of teacher’s project by students
(according to park management plan)
-Sharing the plant material (castle and faculty glasshouses), experiments on the faculty
land

3.2.2 Sister village/town
Twin towns and sister cities are two of many terms used to describe the cooperative
agreements between a town, cities and even counties in geographically and politically distinct
areas to promote cultural and commercial ties. This concept actively integrates local people
and institutions to - experience a change
- promote their traditional products and techniques
- collaborate on development projects
..etc.
3.2.2.1 Examples
-

common festivals

-

student exchange - helps to get to know a new country and environment

- opportunity to improve language and learn about another culture
- connecting with other villages with extensive vine production, Liechtenstein history (e.g.
Wilfersdorf - possibility of involving current Liechtenstein family into the partnership) or
romantic park
- Logo: SMALL VILLAGE, BIG PRIDE
- Possibility of project funding by EU funds

3.2.3 Public participation
Public participation seeks and facilitates the involvement of those potentially affected by or
interested in a decision. The principle of public participation holds that those who are affected
by a decision have a right to be involved in the decision-making process. Public participation
implies that the public's contribution will influence the decision.

3.2.3.1 Stakeholder analysis
In the case of Lednice Chateau Park, the public participation means that people can
voluntarily take part in maintenance of the park.
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This stakeholder analysis shows that the park manager could use help for work and labor
STAKEHOLDERS

PARK MANAGER

PLANS&FUTURE

Getting free workers

MONEY
-

INVESTMENT
KNOWLEDGE POWER
+
-

NATIONAL HERRITAGE
INSTITUTION

Less work

-

+

NATURE CONSERVATION
INSTITUTION

Less work

-

+

-

-

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

Responsibility

-

-

+

FACULTY

TOURISTS
SMALL ENTREPRENEURS
IN THE PARK
LOCAL COMMUNITY

Education, possibility of
practical training
-

work power for doing maintenance the park. National heritage institute and national nature
conservation institute are not involved in participative maintenance directly, but can provide
their knowledge to participants and increase participant’s awareness.
Faculty of Horticulture is a strongly interested stakeholder. It can offer practical training in
the Chateau Park to the students and it has also great knowledge and competency to
coordinate with the park management.
The participation of local community on the maintenance of the park would fortify the its
relationship to the park and make it “personal”. The local community has to feel some
responsibility for the park. It represents lack of knowledge about the importance and value of
the park, but a lot of influence/power.
Tourists are short time visitors and they are not expected to be able to participate on park
maintenance or improvement.
Small local companies’ behavior shows that they are interested in profit but no further
cooperation with park management.
The aim of participation is to wake up the interest and make the participants proud (such as
small companies, primary schools, local inhabitants).

3.2.3.2Suggestions
- education in primary school, happening for schools
- public evening/day
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- loggery : combined project of the faculty, primary school, maybe local companies cutting down the trunks, reserve them for insects

Inspiration:Loggery

- offer of participation to public associations such as Brontosaurus Movement, who can
help with the unspecialized labor in the park

3.3 Foundation
3.3.1 Description
A foundation is an non-profit organization which gives or relies on donations from persons
or companies. The money is used to fulfill its purposes.One of the first things that have to be
realized is the purpose of the foundation, and its supervision and management structure.
Reason why a foundation is necessary in this situation is because there is no adequate
supervision and connection between the owners and the people who work and feel connected
to the park. It is not possible to change the financial situation of the park due to Czech law on
state monument care. All the money earned by ticketsale goes to the government, the ministry
of culture. A part of this money goes back to the castle(6million Crowns) to keep it In a good
condition. Though it is possible to accept donations from people or companies. This money
doesn’t go to the government but is invested directly in the castle and park.
The objective to raise a foundation is to create conditions to enhance the political,
historical, and cultural value of its park and castle, by taking conservation measures and
providing access to society.
The foundation which owns the cultural monument, is obliged for its conservation, and to
keep it in a good state. It is also obliged to use the monument only in a manner consistent with
its cultural and political importance, its monumental value and technical condition.
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A management system should take care of its duties(according to Czech law on monument
state) and develop a good and working system where employees and actors can implement
their work and problems, in such a way that cooperation is effective and constructive.
The other advantage of an foundation is a to accept money from people and companies,
and directly can reinvest this money in the castle and garden. It is a way to connect people
with their cultural heritage, by donating money and reoffering them something which stays in
good shape.
The current problem is the distance between the government(the current owner) and the
local people and employees. All law implements and enforcements are very “top down”
structure and based on the fact that the government is only to inform the society instead to
cooperate. A foundation can act as a bridge. Although the government stays owner of the
castle and park, local people can help to sustain the quality of the castle and park.
Important is that the organization is transparent. Due to the communistic era, people don’t
thrust the government. Therefore it is important that people can check -if they want to- how
the financial structure and cash flows are, and what is achieved.
3.3.2 Stakeholder analysis

Park manager
National mon. inst.
National nat. inst.
Faculty
Local community
Tourist
Small private co.

Interest
+
+
+
+
+
+

Plan/Future
+
(+)
(+)
(+)
+
+

Investmen
+(k)
+(€)
+(k)
+(k)
+(p)
+(€)
+(€,p)

The stakeholder thinks that the foundation is important but without visitor members.
Provides a framework for the operation, and the foundation work such as a sponsor.
The park manager is interested, it is his job and he feels connected to the park.
National heritage and nature conservation institutes are not interested in the future, if it
improves to the communication. They support financially maintenance of the park.
Faculty is not interested because it doesn’t matter that work together or no with the park.
But the department in the future can help to the park. (For example: department of enterprise
management, department of horticulture).
The local community and the tourist are interested in the theme. The locals will interested
in the future as well, and support financially the Foundation. But the tourists will not be
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interested in the future, because they are interested only in the short time recreation. They are
important because they spend their money here. They represent income to Lednice and to the
park.
Small private companies are important because they are interested and motivated. They
mean manpower and money to the foundation.

3.3.3 Application on Lednice environment
In the case of Lednice Park a foundation can only work as an additional organisation which
supports the existing park management led by the National Monument Institution, a state
authority. This additional organisation can organize single events by getting money for these
certain events from a sponsor. The everyday work and maintenance of the park is still
provided by the state-led park administration. These events can be either activities for the
maintenance of the park like planting new trees or special protection for a specie as well as
social events like thematic weeks or educational programmes.
But why should big companies invest in such activities? A good reason for this is the
concept of Coorporate Social Responsibility (CSR). This concept is based on the assumption
that big companies are not only responsible for their own well-being but also have a
responsibility for the whole society. For fulfilling this task they spend money for projects
which do not generate adittional income to the company, which is measurable in money. But
with their willingness to support important projects of society the company gets a better
image which is also an important factor for making good business.
All big companies write a CSR report to document their activities in this field. This shows
that CSR has become an important issue for big companies and they are willing to spend
money for that. So it is important for the foundation to create connections to big companies,
which want to invest especially in cultural heritage protection and nature protection as part of
their CSR activities.

3.4 Nature conservation management plan
3.4.1 Suggestions
1. Need functional separation – zones (park, island, meadow, forests, beaver preferred
area)
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2. Gate between preferred area of beavers and on the boat way to separate the beavers
(red line and cross on the figure).
3. Plant willow on the preferred areas.
4. On the islands keep the fallen branches in the water to make resting and nesting plce
for birds (makes attraction for tourists).
5. Fallen trees and branches need to move to the forest to make nature conservation.
6. Fencing against the beaver and to enclose the park (caused by protection of values).
7. Individual protection of trees against the beavers (metal net or chemicals) mainly
around the Rose Pond.
8. Axises need free view.
9. Information boards and signs about beavers, fencings and fallen trees and trunks and
natural values.

Separated zones:
A: park (white)
B: beaver preferred area (blue)
C: islands (green)
D: meadows (yellow)
E: forest (brown)

3.4.2 Management
A: doing what the cultural heritage protection and the park manager want (keep the
axises etc.), but left trunks if it possible when cut out old trees to plant new ones, and move
the large fallen branches and trees into the forest ( to make habitats to the animals, lichens etc.
and keep the biodiversity) or around the islands (to make nesting and resting places).
B: Planting willow to make ideal habitat for the beavers to concentrate them smaller
area. Make gate to separate the families from each other. Protecting the old trees. Keep the
axises.
C: Keeping the islands closed. Mowing 2 times per year. Leave the fallen branches in
the water and make some new nesting and resting place for birds. Keep the axises.
D: Clearing and mowing (2 times per year), if it possible grazing with sheep. Keep the
axises.
E: Keep the old trees. Bring here the fallen branches and cut trunks to keep the
diversity and make logg(ery)s to create habitat for xylophag insects, birds etc.
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3.4.3 Costs (approximately)
a. Gates-320.000 euro;
b. Island maintenance-240 euro/ha/year;
c. Willow planting-400 euro;
d. Informating of visitors-400 euro;
e. Protections of the old trees-It is not estimateable now

4. Self assessment of group
After the introduction, the first task was to lay down rules for the group. We determined
the following rules: positive feedback, every student has to participate, as easy as possible,
summary at the end of the day (+/-), respect for each others, decision maker and time table, be
concrete, specific , particular, show your opinion, let others finish, teachers are facilitators
giving information, but not a leading role, stimulate the participation. Every day we chose a
chairman who was responsible for their maintaining. We have always adhered to the rules, but
sometimes we had problems with the timetable.
In the second week the group did self assessment with the help of Michiel Hupkes. He
asked the group members to give notes for the group work, on a scale from 1-10, and to name
two things which the group could have done better, and two things which the group did very
well. The group gave itself a very good note. The average was between 8-9 and there was a
member who noted the group work with a 10 as well as no one gave a note worse than 8. The
group named several things which could be done better. These points were: Clear functions
for the group members, an equal workload, stronger focus on the aim, more focused
discussions, more initiative from all members from beginning, more scheduling, English
improvement and worrying about being ready in time.
After we discussed about this points Michiel wrote on the board an analysis scheme to sort
the group into four working types which are: Analytical, Producer, Social, Ethical. Everyone
should sort himself and his left hand neighbor in one of these groups. The result was that most
of group members described themselves as producer, few of them this described themselves
as analytical while social and ethical types are missing in this group. Most of the group
members could describe their neighbor very well as the two descriptions fitted together.
This method helped us to learn things about us we didn’t know before but others knew
about us.
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In the next step we discussed what this characteristic means for the group. As a producer
group we went for results, but our structured approach was weak. Michiel presented us some
tools how we can get a better structure in our meetings. One of them was the INTRO tool
which contains the elements to structure a meeting. These elements are I: topic, N: need, T:
time, R: procedure, O: result. One advantage of the group structure is that the group members
work in a similar way.
Then Michiel asked the group about the feeling of the work. The members answered that
they have a good feeling, but then Michiel asked for the reasons for this feeling. The group
answered some things like getting a good result, but Michiel repeated the same question again
and again… With this way he made us clear that we are a result oriented team and don’t look
at ethical or social aspects at first.
We pointed out that we behave differently if we are in a stress situation or not. Michiel told
us that the problems in group work can’t be solved only by the method we worked on
together. He showed us a triangle containing the words vision procedure and competence.
This triangle also shows us where the focus of our work was.
In the last part we talked about the things that the group did very well and we wrote up for
ourselves before. The first main point were the discussions which everybody joined in and
lead to results. The other main thing was the flexibility of our group. We worked together in
different sub groups and could handle the different tasks in these sub groups. In the end the
group gave a positive feedback on the group work and is pleased with the group process.

5. Aplicability to group members` home country
Veera Sanaksenaho, Finland:Case study cannot be used straight in Finland, because
there are no castles with big gardens and parks. But it could be useful in some areas which
have also a problem solving natural and cultural heritage areas maintaining and funding.
Malte Bläring, Germany: The case study is appliciable in Germany, because there are
also state-owned chateau parks. We also face the conflict between cultural heritage and nature
protection, so Lednice park is a good example to look at.
Jan-Rinus van Egmond, The Netherlands: I wondered how incredibly different people
can think in the European Union. Our “western” way of thinking is very capitalistic, and
based on working together and finding solutions. Because we are such a small country we
need to cooperate, and are therefore used to work with different cultures. What I learned here
was people from other countries approached problems in a different way than we do. Not with
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analyzing methods like SWOT, or using brainstorming techniques, but more in general. It was
quite hard for me because I am used to work with structure. On the other hand, there were
aslo big advantages. Because all nationalities have a different way of solving problems, there
are also more solutions to solve.
Dénes Saláta, Hungary: The worked out innovation system is easily applicable because
the Czech Republic and Hungary show a lot of similarity in the subjects of nature
conservation and cultural heritage protection. Moreover the financial and system condition are
similar. There are a lot of wetland meadows and old woody habitats are existing in Hungary
so the innovation (managment, financial etc. plans) after some adaptation (for the local
circumstences) could be sollution for special hungarian situations.
Emilian Monac-Petru, Romania: This system of inovation can’t be aplicated in Romania
because there is no wetland meadow. There are no places where old protected forest is in
conflict with cultural values like in Czech Republic, so this country don’t have problems like
that.
Ádám Szűcs, Hungary :I think our project will be used in my home country, because in
Hungary was a WWF’s project when beavers were repatriated in Hungary. The beavers didn’t
remain in the habitat. Moved to a new areas when they damage to arable plants and the
environment. In Hungary the beavers are protected, therefore insulation and alternative modes
of protection may be needed.

6. Sources of information
1. http://en. wikipedia.org
2. http://dnr.wi.gov/waterways/factsheets/beaverdamage.pdf - Guedeline for people with

beaver damage problems
3. Czech act no. 20/1987 on the state monument maintenance
4.Annual report : The lower Morava Biosphere Reserve, 2008
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